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Compress Video DVD-9 video DVD-5 video.AVI video
in a batch. Remember the original size of the video
at the time of file saving. Ultra fast and powerful.
Compress VOB/DVD/Video file seamlessly. All the
tasks are done simultaneously as a batch process.

(1) EASY: Just drag and drop the files into the
interface. (2) FAST: You can batch compress

multiple video files quickly. You just need 1 second
to compress each file in a task. (3) POWERFUL: You
can reduce your video file size 50% to 90% on the
same quality level for video. Batch compression for
more than 100 video files at one time. (4) PRECISE:

For your video, you can set the time interval to
determine which area you want to compress. You
can also adjust the speed of compressing videos.
When the compressing is finished, the size and

quality can be saved as a file named "compress-log"
in the same directory. (5) DOCUMENTATION: You
can get the help from the manual. VOB File Size

Reduce Software Screenshots: VOB File Size Reduce
Software Editor's Review: VOB File Size Reduce

Software Free Download Related Softwares: VOB
File Size Reduce Software Latest News: VOB File
Size Reduce Software is a useful software utility

that enables you to compress these files and
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minimize the amount of disk space they take up.
However, no information is provided about the
reduction method, and no advanced processing
parameters can be altered. -... ABBYY Translate

5.0.61-English/German (incl. version
5.0.61-English/German/Deutsch) The Free version of
ABBYY Translate includes the following functions: -

No registration required. - Unlimited number of
language versions. - No limit on the number of
languages to translate. - Translate texts from

multiple languages in batches. -... Avast Secureline
VPN software - Premium Security Software Avast
Secureline VPN provides secure and anonymous

access to the World Wide Web. By creating a secure
web-proxy, it allows users to browse the internet
anonymously. It is privacy software that can be

VOB File Size Reduce Software Crack+

VOB File Size Reduce Software Full Crack is an
incredibly simple application that helps you reduce

the size of your VOB files. The program is not
designed to be very user friendly, but it is very

simple to use. It allows you to shrink multiple VOB
files at once, as it does not require continuous user
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input. VOB File Size Reduce Software Screenshots:
(click to enlarge) VOB File Size Reduce Software

Publisher's Description VOB File Size Reduce
Software VOB File Size Reduce Software (Tipard) is
a compact and user-friendly application that helps
you shrink the size of your VOB files. The software
is not designed to be very user friendly, but it is

very simple to use. It allows you to shrink multiple
VOB files at once, as it does not require continuous
user input. This time-saving utility can also help you

generate a smaller volume file from the ISO file.
VOB File Size Reduce Software also contains a wide

range of other features. How to Run 1. Download
and install software. 2. Run the software and

provide required settings on the interface. 3. Select
multiple files and choose "Shrink all files to:" to

define the output file size. The app does not only
compress video files but also provides functions for

editing audio and images. Moreover, it has the
ability to compress as well as back up the folder

contents such as: compressed images, compressed
videos, music etc. How to Use: 1. Import file to the

software. 2. Set the settings and click "Start" to
start the operation. 3. After the operation finished,
click "Compare" button and check the output file to
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see the source file size and compare the sizes. VOB
File Size Reduce Software Description VOB File Size
Reduce Software is an incredibly simple application
that helps you shrink the size of your VOB files. The

program is not designed to be very user friendly,
but it is very simple to use. It allows you to shrink
multiple VOB files at once, as it does not require

continuous user input. This time-saving utility can
also help you generate a smaller volume file from
the ISO file. VOB File Size Reduce Software also

contains a wide range of other features. How to Run
1. Download and install software. 2. Run the

software and provide required settings on the
interface. 3. Select multiple files and choose "Shrink
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VOB File Size Reduce Software is a useful tool for
optimizing VOB files. 10-08-2010, 05:15 PM
5vultranova How to shrink large VOB files with VOB
File Size Reduce software How to shrink large VOB
files with VOB File Size Reduce software Add
comment VOB File Size Reduce software utility is a
useful tool for you if you want to shrink VOB files.
The program can be set to re-allocate the file size to
the optimum size it can be, or you can simply
reduce the file size by clicking the settings button. If
you need to reallocate the file space, select one of
the optimized file size from the settings. If you want
to reduce the file size only, just select the options
on the settings and change the size to make it
smaller or large. To use this tool, you need to
download VOB File Size Reduce software from the
following link and simply follow the instructions on
the following link to use it. Helpful, novice-friendly
compression tool VOB File Size Reduce software
tool is a straightforward tool that can help you
shrink large VOB files. You can use the software to
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optimize VOB files by changing the size in the
following way: 1. Take the file size 2. Select the size
of the file size you want to use 3. Select a file size
from the list on the settings to be used as the new
size 4. Set your preferences 5. Save it on your
computer VOB File Size Reduce software interface is
quite simple to navigate, and you can get started
without a fuss. However, there is a problem. It
seems that the software does not offer any
documentation. You can not see the range of files it
can handle, nor do you know how it processes
them. You just need to press the button and see the
outcome. No complex configurations need to be
performed, and there is no need to edit the settings
in order to get the best outcomes. Minimalistic and
outdated user interface As far as the user interface
is concerned, it is very simple to use, but it is out of
date. Its GUI could use a little polish, and it does not
seem to be very easy to use. To sum up, VOB File
Size Reduce software is a useful tool that can shrink
large VOB files. If you need to reduce the file size, it
is simple to use, and you don't need
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VOB File Size Reduce Software is a useful software
utility that enables you to compress these files and
minimize the amount of disk space they take up.
However, no information is provided about the
reduction method, and no advanced processing
parameters can be altered. Helpful, novice-friendly
compression tool Given that the application is
designed to process large numbers of files at once,
it is pleasing to see how easy it is to import new
items, as you can use drag and drop actions or just
select the folder they are all stored in. No complex
configurations need to be performed, as you are
only required to define the quality of the output
files. However, some users may not appreciate the
lack of advanced customization options and the fact
that the compression method is not documented.
Shrink multiple VOB files in one simple operation
VOB File Size Reduce Software is well suited for
those who need to compress large numbers of files,
as it can process them all at once without requiring
continuous user input. Once a job has been
completed, the application allows you to compare
the source and output files before saving them on
your hard drive. It can also rename them
automatically, which is a good idea when they are
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exported to the same directory. Minimalistic and
outdated user interface While the program is
certainly easy to use, it has to be said that the GUI
could use some more polish. It is simple to
navigate, but it does seem to be very out of date.
To sum up, VOB File Size Reduce Software is a
straightforward application that can come to the aid
of users who need to shrink multiple VOB files. It is
very easy to use, but it does not offer any
documentation, and it does not allow you to
customize the compression parameters in any way.
VOB File Size Reduce Software Share Related
Articles Shrink VOB Files has been designed to save
your time with a simple and easy to use interface.
Amongst a lot of features, the software is suitable
for all types of users as it includes support for most
of the most important file types. It has the
advantage of being very easy to handle, especially
if you are a novice user who just needs to shrink a
few files at a time. Shrink VOB Files runs on all
kinds of... Are you interested in shrinking or
compacting your VOB files? If you are, then you
may want to look into the VOB Shrink Utility
software. It is completely free to use
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